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Abstract. In this article we present a system of coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion equa-
tions on exponentially evolving volumes. Detailed linear stability analysis of the homogeneous
steady state is carried out. It turns out that due to the nature of the coupling (linear Robin-type
boundary conditions) the characterisation of the dispersion relation in the absence and presence
of spatial variation (i.e. diffusion), can be decomposed as a product of the dispersion relation
of the bulk and surface models thereby allowing detailed analytical tractability. As a result
we state and prove the conditions for diffusion-driven instability for systems of coupled bulk-
surface reaction-diffusion equations. Furthermore, we plot explicit evolving parameter spaces for
the case of an exponential growth. By selecting parameter values from the parameter spaces, we
exhibit pattern formation in the bulk and on the surface in complete agreement with theoretical
predictions.
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1. Introduction to coupled bulk-surface partial differential equations

The coupling of bulk and surface dynamics through the use of partial differential equations (PDEs) in
multi-dimensions is prevalent in many cellular biological systems and fluid dynamics [3,5,8,15,28,29,32,
33, 35, 36] as well as in other exotic areas of solid mechanics such as topological insulator thin films [9]
and in large- and small-scale atmospheric and coupled ocean-atmosphere models for air-sea interactions
[4]. In the areas of cellular and developmental biology, in many of these applications and processes, the
formation of heterogeneous distributions of chemical substances emerge through symmetry breaking of
morphological instabilities [17]. For example, it is essential the emergence and maintenance of polarised
states in the form of heterogeneous distributions of chemical species such as proteins and lipids. Examples
of such processes include (but are not limited to) the formation of buds in yeast cells and cell polarisation
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in biological cells due to responses to external signals through the outer cell membrane [35, 36]. In the
context of reaction-diffusion processes, such symmetry breaking arises when a uniform steady state,
stable in the absence of diffusion, is driven unstable when diffusion is present thereby giving rise to the
formation of spatially inhomogeneous solutions in a process now well-known as the Turing diffusion-driven
instability [41]. Classical Turing theory requires that one of the chemical species, typically the inhibitor,
diffuses much faster than the other, the activator, resulting in what is known as the long-range inhibition
and short-range activation [10, 30].

Recently, there has been a surge in studies on models that couple bulk and surface dynamics. For
example, Hahn et al. [11] model the surfactant concentration by use of a coupled bulk-surface model, and
Rätz and Röger [36] study symmetry breaking in a bulk-surface reaction-diffusion model for signalling
networks. In the former work, a reaction-convenction-diffusion is proposed that couples the concentrations
of surfactants in the bulk (a single PDE) and on the free surfaces (a single PDE), while in the latter
work, a single diffusion partial differential equation (the heat equation) is formulated inside the bulk of a
cell, while on the cell-surface, a system of two membrane reaction-diffusion equations is formulated. The
bulk and cell-surface membrane are coupled through Robin-type boundary conditions and a flux term
for the membrane system [36]. Elliott and Ranner [7] study a finite element approach to a sample elliptic
problem: a single elliptic partial differential equation is posed in the bulk and another is posed on the
surface. These are then coupled through Robin-type boundary conditions. Novak et al. [33] present an
algorithm for solving a diffusion equation on a curved surface coupled to a diffusion model in the volume.
Checkkin et al. [5] study bulk-mediated diffusion on planar surfaces. Again, diffusion models are posed in
the bulk and on the surface coupling them through boundary conditions. In the area of tissue engineering
and regenerative medicine, electrospun membrane are useful in applications such as filtration systems
and sensors for chemical detection. Understanding of the fibres’ surface, bulk and architectural properties
is crucial to the successful development of integrative technology. Nisbet et al. [32] present a detailed
review on surface and bulk characterisation of electrospun membranes of porous and fibrous polymer
materials. To explain the long-range proton translocation along biological mombranes, Medvedev and
Stuchebrukhov [29] propose a model that takes into account the coupled bulk-diffusion that accompanies
the migration of protons on the surface. More recently, Rozada et al., [37] present singular perturbation
theory for the stability of localised spot patterns for the Brusselator model on the sphere.

In most of the work above, either elliptic or diffusion models in the bulk have been coupled to surface-
elliptic or surface-diffusion or surface-reaction-diffusion models posed on the surface through Robin-type
boundary conditions [5, 8, 29, 32, 33, 35, 36]. Recently, we proposed and developed a new mathematical
framework for coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion systems [24, 26] on stationary domains and vol-
umes. In a similar study, Macdonald et al. [19] proposed a computational framework to study coupled
bulk-surface reaction-diffusion models on evolving domains and manifolds with applications to cell mi-
gration and chemotaxis. Nagata et al. [31] studied reaction-diffusion systems with applications to plant
tip morphogenesis bifurcations on spherical caps.

In this work, we introduce domain growth and derive the conditions for Turing domain-growth diffusion-
driven instability for the special case of uniform isotropic exponential growth. Our motivation is to couple
systems of reaction-diffusion equations posed in the bulk and on the surface which are continuously evolv-
ing in space and time, setting a mathematical and computational framework to study more complex in-
teractions such as those observed in cell biology, tissue engineering, regenerative medicine, developmental
biology and biopharmaceuticals [5, 8, 29,32,33,35,36,44].

To numerically solve the coupled model system, we employ the evolving bulk-surface finite element
method which is an extension of the bulk-surface finite element method introduced earlier for solving a
coupled system of reaction-diffusion equations on stationary domains and volumes [26]. The bulk-surface
finite element method was first introduced by Elliott and Ranner in [7] to numerically solve the coupled
system of bulk-surface reaction-diffusion equations. Details of the surface-finite element can be found in
[6]. The bulk and surface reaction-diffusion systems are coupled through Robin-type boundary conditions.
The coupled bulk-surface finite element algorithm is implemented in deall II [1].
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Our mathematical and computational framework generalises substantially the theory of pattern for-
mation in the following ways:

– We derive and prove Turing diffusion-driven instability conditions for a coupled system of bulk-surface
reaction-diffusion equations on exponentially evolving volumes.

– We compute explicit domain growth induced parameter spaces in order to identify appropriate model
parameters.

– Using a bulk-surface finite element method, we approximate the solution to the model system within
the bulk and on the boundary surface of an evolving sphere of radius one.

– Our results show that if the surface-reaction-diffusion system has the long-range inhibition, short-range
activation form (i.e. dΓ > 1) and the bulk-reaction-diffusion system has equal diffusion coefficients (i.e.
dΩ = 1), then the surface-reaction-diffusion system can induce patterns in the bulk close to the surface
and no patterns form in the interior, far away from the surface.

– On the other hand, if the bulk-reaction-diffusion system has the long-range inhibition, short-range
activation form (i.e. dΩ > 1) and the surface-reaction-diffusion system has equal diffusion coefficients
(i.e. dΓ = 1), then the bulk-reaction-diffusion system can induce pattern formation on the surface.

– We prove that if the bulk and surface reaction-diffusion systems have equal diffusion coefficients (i.e.
dΩ = dΓ = 1), no patterns form.

– In contrast to autonomous systems of coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion equations, in the presence
of domain growth, reaction-kinetics of the form short-range inhibition, long-range activation in the bulk
(i.e. dΩ < 1) and/or on the surface (i.e. dΓ < 1), are capable of giving rise to pattern formation. Such
kinetics can not give rise to patterning in the absence of growth (contraction) development.

– In contrast to autonomous systems of coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion equations, reaction-
kinetics of the form activator-activator (during growth of the domain) or inhibitior-inhibitor (during
domain contraction) are capable of giving rise only during growth development (both in the bulk and/or
on the surface). Such kinetics can not give rise to patterning in the absence of growth (contraction)
development.

Hence this article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present the coupled bulk-surface reaction-
diffusion system on evolving volumes with appropriate boundary conditions coupling the bulk and surface
partial differential equations. As a first step for theoretical linear stability analysis, we propose a uniform
isotropic evolution law for the evolving volumes .The main results of this article are presented in Section
3 where we derive Turing diffusion-driven instability conditions for the coupled system of bulk-surface
reaction-diffusion equations on exponentially evolving volumes. Section 4 details the evolving bulk-surface
finite element method applied to a coupled system of reaction-diffusion equations. To validate our theo-
retical findings, we present bulk-surface finite element numerical solutions in Section 5. In Section 6, we
conclude and discuss the implications of our findings as well as articulating future challenges.

2. Coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion systems on evolving volumes

In this section we present a coupled system of bulk-surface reaction-diffusion equations (BSRDEs) posed in
a three-dimensional evolving volume as well as on the evolving boundary surface enclosing the volume. We
impose linear Robin-type boundary conditions on the bulk reaction-diffusion system while no boundary
conditions are imposed on the surface reaction-diffusion system since the surface is closed.

2.1. A coupled system of bulk-surface reaction diffusion equations on evolving
volumes

Let Ωt be an evolving volume (whose interior is denoted the bulk) enclosed by a compact evolving
hypersurface Γt := ∂Ωt which is C2. Also, let I = [0, T ] (T > 0) be some time interval. Moreover,
let ν denote the unit outer normal to Γt, and let U be any open subset of Rm (m ≥ 2) containing
Γt, then for any function u which is differentiable in U , we define the tangential gradient on Γt by,
∇Γu = ∇u − (∇u · ν)ν, where · denotes the regular dot product and ∇ denotes the regular gradient
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in Rm. The tangential gradient is the projection of the regular gradient onto the tangent plane, thus
∇Γu · ν = 0. The Laplace-Beltrami operator on the surface Γt is then defined to be the tangential
divergence of the tangential gradient ∆Γu = ∇Γ · ∇Γu. For a vector function u = (u1, u2, . . . , um) ∈ Rm
the tangential divergence is defined by

∇Γ · u = ∇ · u−
m∑
i=1

(
∇ui · ν

)
νi.

To proceed, we denote by u : Ωt × I → R and v : Ωt × I → R two chemical concentrations (species)
that react and diffuse in Ωt, and r : Γt × I → R and s : Γt × I → R be two chemical species residing
only on the surface Γt which react and diffuse on the surface. Growth of the domain induces the material
velocity (also known as the flow velocity) v which is generally modelled from experiments. In the absence
of cross-diffusion and assuming that coupling is only through the reaction kinetics, we propose to study
the following non-dimensionalised coupled system of BSRDEs

{
ut +∇ · (vu) = ∆u+ γΩf(u, v),

vt +∇ · (vv) = dΩ∆v + γΩg(u, v),
in Ωt × (0, T ],

rt +∇Γ · (vr) = ∆Γ r + γΓ

(
f(r, s)− h1(u, v, r, s)

)
,

st +∇Γ · (vs) = dΓ∆Γ s+ γΓ

(
g(r, s)− h2(u, v, r, s)

)
,

on Γt × (0, T ],

(2.1)

with coupling boundary conditions{
(ν · ∇)u = γΓh1(u, v, r, s),

dΩ (ν · ∇) v = γΓh2(u, v, r, s),
on Γt × (0, T ]. (2.2)

In the above, ∆ = ∂2

∂x2 + ∂2

∂y2 + ∂2

∂z2 represents the Laplacian operator. dΩ and dΓ are a positive diffusion
coefficients in the bulk and on the surface respectively, representing the ratio between u and v, and r and s,
respectively. γΩ and γΓ represent the length scale parameters in the bulk and on the surface respectively.
In this formulation, we assume that f(·, ·) and g(·, ·) are nonlinear reaction kinetics in the bulk and on
the surface. h1(u, v, r, s) and h2(u, v, r, s) are reactions representing the coupling of the internal dynamics
in the bulk Ωt to the surface dynamics on the evolving surface Γt. As a first attempt, we will consider a
more generalised form of linear coupling of the following nature [18]

h1(u, v, r, s) = α1r − β1u− κ1v, (2.3)

h2(u, v, r, s) = α2s− β2u− κ2v, (2.4)

where α1, α2, β1, β2, κ1 and κ2 are constant non-dimensionalised parameters. Initial conditions are given
by the positive bounded functions u0(x), v0(x), r0(x) and s0(x).

Remark 2.1. In the absence of domain/volume growth, model system (2.1) reduces to a coupled system
of bulk-surface reaction-diffusion system posed on stationary domains and volumes which was studied
earlier (see [24,26] for details).

Remark 2.2. The introduction of domain/volume growth in the model system of coupled bulk-surface
partial differential equations results in two additional terms which are the convection term v · ∇u and
the dilution or advection term u(∇ · v).
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2.1.1. Volume and surface evolution law

In many biological problems, volume and surface evolution is modelled from experimental observations
and in general, the model equation for the flow velocity v is a complex nonlinear function involving the
chemical species. In order to carry out some analytical studies, we assume that the volume and surface
evolution law is governed by a uniform isotropic growth, independent of the chemical species, and is
defined by

x(t) = ρ(t)ξ, with ξ ∈ Ω0. (2.5)

Under this form of growth, we can then define the flow velocity by

v :=
dx

dt
= ρ̇(t)ξ. (2.6)

As a result, it follows then that we can define

h(t) := ∇ · v =
mρ̇(t)

ρ(t)
, with m ≥ 2. (2.7)

Here m denotes the spatial dimension of Ωt.
In the above framework, the growth function ρ(t) is explicitly given and examples include linear, logistic

and exponential as well as piece-wise continuous functions. Equally, ρ(t) could be an interpolation function
fitted to a discrete sequence of experimental observations. To proceed, we map for all time t, the model
equations posed on evolving volumes and surfaces to models posed on stationary reference domains and
surfaces as shown below [12,21,27].

2.1.2. Lagrangian transformation

Assuming spatially linear and isotropic evolution of the volume, we can write

{
û(ξ, t) = u(x, t) = u(ρ(t)ξ, t),

v̂(ξ, t) = v(x, t) = v(ρ(t)ξ, t),
ξ ∈ Ω0, t ≥ 0,{

r̂(ξ, t) = r(x, t) = r(ρ(t)ξ, t),

ŝ(ξ, t) = s(x, t) = s(ρ(t)ξ, t),
ξ ∈ Γ0, t ≥ 0.

(2.8)

It can be easily shown that the coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion system (2.1) simplifies to

{
ût + h(t)û = 1

ρ3(t)∆û+ γΩf(û, v̂),

v̂t + h(t)v̂ = dΩ
ρ3(t)∆v̂ + γΩg(û, v̂),

in Ω0 × (0, T ],

r̂t + h(t)r̂ = 1
ρ2(t)∆Γ r̂ + γΓ

(
f(r̂, ŝ)− h1(û, v̂, r̂, ŝ)

)
,

ŝt + h(t)ŝ = dΓ
ρ2(t)∆Γ ŝ+ γΓ

(
g(r̂, ŝ)− h2(û, v̂, r̂, ŝ)

)
,

on Γ0 × (0, T ],

(2.9)

with coupling boundary conditions{
1
ρ(t) (ν · ∇) û = γΓh1(û, v̂, r̂, ŝ),
dΩ
ρ(t) (ν · ∇) v̂ = γΓh2(û, v̂, r̂, ŝ),

on Γ0 × (0, T ]. (2.10)

2.1.3. Exponential evolution law

In this study, we will limit ourselves to studying only the case of an exponential evolution law of the system
of coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion equations, we leave studies of other more complex evolution laws
for future studies. It follows that given an exponential growth of the form

ρ(t) = ekt, with k ∈ R, (2.11)
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then 
h(t) = mk, if ξ ∈ Ω0,

h(t) = (m− 1)k, if ξ ∈ Γ0.

(2.12)

Therefore, the coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion system (2.9) can now be posed in the following
form, where we have dropped the ŝ for convenience’s sake

{
ut +mku = 1

ρ3(t)∆u+ γΩf(u, v),

vt +mkv = dΩ
ρ3(t)∆v + γΩg(u, v),

in Ω0 × (0, T ],

rt + (m− 1)kr = 1
ρ2(t)∆Γ r + γΓ

(
f(r, s)− h1(u, v, r, s)

)
,

st + (m− 1)ks = dΓ
ρ2(t)∆Γ s+ γΓ

(
g(r, s)− h2(u, v, r, s)

)
,

on Γ0 × (0, T ].

(2.13)

Next we restrict our analysis to the well-known activator-depleted substrate model (also known as the
Schnakenberg reaction kinetics) [10, 16, 34, 39, 43] since this model has a unique uniform steady state
on stationary domains and volumes. Other kinetics can be studied in a similar fashion but with non-
trivial uniform steady states. We note that by introducing domain growth, uniqueness of uniform steady
state solutions for the activator-depleted model is not always guaranteed but depends crucially on the
parameters that satisfy conditions for unique solutions for n-th order polynomials.

2.1.4. Activator-depleted reaction kinetics: An illustrative example

From now onwards, we restrict our analysis and simulations to the well-known activator-depleted substrate
reaction model [10,16,34,39,43] also known as the Brusselator given by

f(u, v) = a− u+ u2 v, and g(u, v) = b− u2 v, (2.14)

where a and b are positive parameters. For analytical simplicity, we postulate the model system (2.13) in
a more compact form given by

{
ut = 1

ρ3(t)∆u+ f1(u, v, r, s),

vt = dΩ
ρ3(t)∆v + f2(u, v, r, s),

in Ω0 × (0, T ],

{
rt = 1

ρ2(t)∆Γ r + f3(u, v, r, s),

st = dΓ
ρ2(t)∆Γ s+ f4(u, v, r, s),

on Γ0 × (0, T ],

(2.15)

with coupling boundary conditions (2.10). In the above, we have defined appropriately

f1(u, v, r, s) = γΩ(a1 − u+ u2v)−mku, (2.16)

f2(u, v, r, s) = γΩ(b1 − u2v)−mkv, (2.17)

f3(u, v, r, s) = γΓ
(
a2 − r + r2s− α1r + β1u+ κ1v

)
− (m− 1)kr, (2.18)

f4(u, v, r, s) = γΓ
(
b2 − r2s− α2s+ β2u+ κ2v

)
− (m− 1)ks. (2.19)

Now, we are in a position to define the uniform steady states of the coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion
system (2.15) with reaction-kinetics (2.16)-(2.19).

Definition 2.3 (Uniform steady states for an exponential growth). A uniform steady state (u∗, v∗, r∗, s∗)
is a constant solution of the coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion system (2.15) with reaction-kinetics
(2.16)-(2.19), i.e. it satisfies that

f1(u, v, r, s) = f2(u, v, r, s) = f3(u, v, r, s) = f4(u, v, r, s) = 0

9
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together with the boundary conditions

h1(u, v, r, s) = 0 = h2(u, v, r, s).

We state the existence theorem of the uniform steady states as follows.

Theorem 2.4. (Existence of the uniform steady state for an exponential growth) There exists a uni-
form steady state (u∗, v∗, r∗, s∗) of the coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion system (2.15) with reaction-
kinetics (2.16)-(2.19) satisfying the following conditions

v∗ = γΩb1
γΩu∗2+mk , where u∗ solves

−γΩ (γΩ +mk)u∗3 + γ2Ω (a1 + b1)u∗2 −mk (γΩ +mk)u∗ + a1γΩmk = 0,

s∗ = γΓ b2
γΓ r∗2+(m−1)k , where r∗ solves

−γΓ (γΓ + (m− 1)k) r∗3 + γ2Γ (a2 + b2) r∗2 − (m− 1)k (γΓ + (m− 1)k) r∗ + a2γΓ (m− 1)k = 0,

for m ≥ 2, k ∈ R, provided the following condition holds on the coupling boundary conditions

β1κ1 − β1κ1 6= 0. (2.20)

Proof. The uniform steady state (u∗, v∗, r∗, s∗) solves the following system of non-algebraic equations

γΩ(a1 − u∗ + u∗2v∗)−mku∗ = 0, (2.21)

γΩ(b1 − u∗2v∗)−mkv∗ = 0, (2.22)(
a2 − r∗ + r∗2s∗ − α1r

∗ + β1u
∗ + κ1v

∗)− (m− 1)kr∗ = 0, (2.23)

γΓ
(
b2 − r∗2s∗ − α2s

∗ + β2u
∗ + κ2v

∗)− (m− 1)ks∗ = 0. (2.24)

as well as satisfying the coupling boundary conditions[
β1 κ1
β2 κ2

] [
u∗

v∗

]
=

[
α1r
∗

α2s
∗

]
. (2.25)

From (2.25), clearly u∗ and v∗ exists provided the determinant of the left matrix in (2.25) is non-singular,
i.e. provided

β1κ2 − β2κ1 6= 0.

If follows immediately from (2.22) that

v∗ =
γΩb1

γΩu∗
2 +mk

(2.26)

where u∗ is the solution of the nonlinear algebraic equation (2.21). Substituting v∗ into (2.21) and
simplifying leads to

−γΩ (γΩ +mk)u∗3 + γ2Ω (a1 + b1)u∗2 −mk (γΩ +mk)u∗ + a1γΩmk = 0 (2.27)

as required. Similar calculations for the nonlinear algebraic system (2.23)-(2.24) leads to

s∗ =
γΓ b2

γΓ r∗
2 + (m− 1)k

(2.28)

where r∗ is the solution of the cubic polynomial

−γΓ (γΓ + (m− 1)k) r∗3 + γ2Γ (a2 + b2) r∗2 − (m− 1)k (γΓ + (m− 1)k) r∗ + a2γΓ (m− 1)k = 0. (2.29)
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In the above, we have assumed uniformity of the bulk steady states on the surface boundary to yield the
conditions

−α1r
∗ + β1u

∗ + κ1v
∗ = 0, (2.30)

−α2s
∗ + β2u

∗ + κ2v
∗ = 0. (2.31)

The existence of solutions to equations (2.30)-(2.31) leads immediately to equation (2.25). �

The existence of the uniform steady states (u∗, v∗, r∗, s∗) is intrinsically linked to the model parameters,
in particular the following lemma holds.

Lemma 2.5. The uniform steady state (u∗, v∗, r∗, s∗) of the coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion sys-
tem (2.15) with reaction-kinetics (2.16)-(2.19) exists provided Theorem 2.4 holds and the coupling bound-
ary parameter values must be chosen such that[

u∗

v∗

]
=

1

β1κ2 − β2κ1

[
κ1 −κ2
−β1 β2

] [
α1r
∗

α2s
∗

]
(2.32)

with β1κ2 − β2κ1 6= 0.

The above lemma states the constraint conditions on the parameters in the coupling boundary condi-
tions. These are not solutions to the uniform steady state. To proceed, we must study the existence and
uniqueness of the solutions of the cubic polynomials (2.27) and (2.29). We will impose constraints on the
model parameter values such that these polynomials yield unique solutions.

2.1.5. Existence and uniqueness of real solutions of cubic polynomials

Let us write the cubic polynomials (2.27) and (2.29) in more general terms:

c3w
3 + c2w

2 + c1w + c0 = 0, (2.33)

where

c0 = aγµk (2.34)

c1 = −µk (γ + µk) (2.35)

c2 = γ2 (a+ b) (2.36)

c3 = −γ (γ + µk) (2.37)

and (w, γ, µ, a, b) = (u∗, γΩ ,m, a1, b1) or (r∗, γΓ ,m − 1, a2, b2). We are interested in the case that the
cubic polynomial (2.33) has a single real root for each growth rate k. To this end the following theorem
holds.

Theorem 2.6. (Uniqueness of the uniform steady state for an exponential growth) The cubic polynomial
(2.33) has a unique real root and two non-real complex conjugate roots if the discriminant of the cubic
equation defined by

∆ = 18c3c2c1c0 − 4c32c0 + c22c
2
1 − 4c3c

3
1 − 27c23c

2
0

is negative [13].

Define
W = w − c2

3c3
. (2.38)

Then (2.33) is equivalent to the reduced cubic in W :

W 3 + pW + q = 0, (2.39)
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where

p =
3c3c1 − c22

3c23
, and q =

2c32 − 9c3c2c1 + 27c23c0
27c33

. (2.40)

Then in the case where there is only one real root (i.e. when the condition in Theorem (2.6) is satisfied),
the root W ∗ to (2.39) is given by

W ∗ =


−2
|q|
q

√
−p
3

cosh

(
1

3
cosh−1

(
−3|q|

2p

√
−3

p

))
if 4p3 + 27q2 > 0 and p < 0,

−2

√
p

3
sinh

(
1

3
sinh−1

(
3q

2p

√
3

p

))
if p > 0.

(2.41)

2.1.6. Homogeneous steady states with activator-depleted model

Below we compute the homogeneous steady state with activator-depleted kinetics in the bulk and on the
surface. Here, we fix parameter values as follows:

a1 = a2 = 0.1, b1 = b2 = 0.9, and γΩ = γΓ = 1

and take m = 2 and m = 3 (Figure 1) and vary the exponential growth rate k. With these parameter
values, when there is no growth, k = 0, we recover the uniform steady state on stationary volumes given
by [24]

(u∗, v∗, r∗, s∗)T =

(
a1 + b1,

b1
(a1 + b1)2

, a2 + b2,
b2

(a2 + b2)2

)T
= (1.0, 0.9, 1.0, 0.9)T

as shown in Figure 1 (when k = 0). Here we have imposed the following values for the coupling parameters:
α1 = β1 = 5

12 , α2 = κ2 = 5, β2 = κ1 = 0. The equilibrium values v∗ and s∗ are given by equations (2.26)
and (2.28), respectively. The equilibrium values u∗ and r∗ are obtained by solving (2.33). When solving
(2.33) to find u∗ and r∗, we fix a, b, γ and µ so that the only variable is k, the growth rate. In the computing
algorithm, we then loop through different values of k and calculate the roots u∗ and r∗ using (2.41). We
observe that for k small, u∗ and r∗ decrease monotonically, while v∗ and s∗ increase monotonically,
reaching maxima for some growth rake k. As k gets larger and larger, the uniform steady states converge
to a fixed stationary point that is constant for all k large. It must be noted that (u∗, v∗, r∗, s∗) are positive
for all growth rates k and therefore for each fixed k, there exists a unique positive uniform steady state.

3. Linear stability analysis of the coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion
systems

3.1. Linear stability in the absence of spatial variations

In this section we study diffusion-driven instability for the coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion system
(2.15) with reaction-kinetics (2.16)-(2.19) for the case of the exponential growth. To proceed, we first
consider the linear stability of the spatially uniform steady state in the absence of spatial variations.

For convenience’s sake, let us denote by w =
(
u, v, r, s

)T
, the vector of the species u, v, r and s.

Furthermore, defining the vector ξ such that |ξi| << 1 for all i = 1, 2, 3 and 4, it follows that writing
w = w∗ + ξ, the linearized system of coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion system can be posed as

wt = ξt = JF ξ, (3.1)

where JF represents the Jacobian matrix representing the first linear terms of the linearization process.
Its entries are defined by

JF =


∂f1
∂u

∂f1
∂v

∂f1
∂r

∂f1
∂s

∂f2
∂u

∂f2
∂v

∂f2
∂r

∂f2
∂s

∂f3
∂u

∂f3
∂v

∂f3
∂r

∂f3
∂s

∂f4
∂u

∂f4
∂v

∂f4
∂r

∂f4
∂s

 :=

f1u f1v 0 0
f2u f2v 0 0
f3u f3v f3r f3s
f4u f4v f4r f4s

 (3.2)
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Figure 1. Plots of the uniform steady states as a function of the exponential growth rate
k. Model parameter values are taken as a1 = a2 = 0.1, b1 = b2 = 0.9, and γΩ = γΓ = 1.
We fix the following values for the coupling parameters: α1 = β1 = 5

12 , α2 = κ2 =
5, β2 = κ1 = 0. (Colour figure online).

where by definition f1u := ∂f1
∂u represents a partial derivative of f1(u, v) with respect to u. We are looking

for solutions to the system of linear ordinary differential equations (3.1) which are of the form ξ ∝ eλt.
Substituting into (3.1), results in the following classical eigenvalue problem∣∣∣λI − JF ∣∣∣ = 0, (3.3)

where I is the identity matrix. Making appropriate substitutions and carrying out standard calculations
we obtain the following dispersion relation for λ

∣∣∣λI − JF ∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ− f1u −f1v 0 0
−f2u λ− f2v 0 0
−f3u −f3v λ− f3r −f3s
−f4u −f4v −f4r λ− f4s

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0,

⇐⇒ p(λ) =
(
λ2 − Tr

(
JF

)
Ω
λ+ Det

(
JF

)
Ω

)(
λ2 − Tr

(
JF

)
Γ
λ+ Det

(
JF

)
Γ

)
= 0, (3.4)

where we have defined for convenience’s sake

(
JF

)
Ω

:=

(
f1u f1v
f2u f2v

)
and

(
JF

)
Γ

:=

(
f3r f3s
f4r f4s

)
(3.5)

13
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the submatrices of JF corresponding to the bulk and the surface reaction kinetics respectively. We can
now define

Tr
(
JF

)
:= f1u + f2v + f3r + f4s, Tr

(
JF

)
Ω

:= f1u + f2v, Tr
(
JF

)
Γ

:= f3r + f4s,

Det
(
JF

)
Ω

:= f1uf2v − f1vf2u, and Det
(
JF

)
Γ

:= f3rf4s − f3sf4r.

Theorem 3.1 (Necessary and sufficient conditions for Re(λ) < 0). The necessary and sufficient condi-
tions such that the zeros of the polynomial p(λ) have Re(λ) < 0 are given by the following conditions

Tr
(
JF

)
Ω
< 0 ⇐⇒ γΩ(fu + gv)− 2mk < 0, (3.6)

Tr
(
JF

)
Γ
< 0 ⇐⇒ γΓ (fr + gs)− 2(m− 1)k < 0, (3.7)

Det
(
JF

)
Ω
> 0 ⇐⇒ γ2Ω(fugv − fvgu)− γΩ(fu + gv)mk +m2k2 > 0, (3.8)

Det
(
JF

)
Γ
> 0 ⇐⇒ γ2Γ (frgs − fsgr)− γΓ (fr + gs)(m− 1)k + (m− 1)2k2 > 0. (3.9)

Proof. From the dispersion relation (3.4) it follows that(
λ2 − Tr

(
JF

)
Ω
λ+ Det

(
JF

)
Ω

)(
λ2 − Tr

(
JF

)
Γ
λ+ Det

(
JF

)
Γ

)
= 0 (3.10)

if and only if

λ2 − Tr
(
JF

)
Ω
λ+ Det

(
JF

)
Ω

= 0 (3.11)

or

λ2 − Tr
(
JF

)
Γ
λ+ Det

(
JF

)
Γ

= 0. (3.12)

Solving (3.11) and (3.12) we obtain the following eigenvalues

λ1,2 =
Tr
(
JF

)
Ω
±
√

Tr
(
JF

)2
Ω
− 4Det

(
JF

)
Ω

2
, (3.13)

and

λ3,4 =
Tr
(
JF

)
Γ
±
√

Tr
(
JF

)2
Γ
− 4Det

(
JF

)
Γ

2
. (3.14)

Clearly, it follows that

Re(λ1,2) < 0 ⇐⇒ Tr
(
JF

)
Ω
< 0 and Det

(
JF

)
Ω
> 0. (3.15)

Similarly

Re(λ3,4) < 0 ⇐⇒ Tr
(
JF

)
Γ
< 0 and Det

(
JF

)
Γ
> 0. (3.16)

This completes the proof. �

3.2. Linear stability analysis in the presence of spatial variations

Next we introduce spatial variations and study under what conditions the uniform steady state is linearly
unstable. We linearize around the uniform steady state by taking small spatially varying perturbations
of the form

w(x, t) = w∗ + εξ(x, t), with ε << 1. (3.17)

14
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Substituting (3.17) into the coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion system (2.15), with reaction-kinetics
(2.16)-(2.19), we obtain a linearized system of partial differential equations of the form

ξ1t =
1

ρ3(t)
∆ξ1 + f1u ξ1 + f1v ξ2, (3.18)

ξ2t =
dΩ
ρ3(t)

∆ξ2 + f2u ξ1 + f2v ξ2, (3.19)

ξ3t =
1

ρ2(t)
∆Γ ξ3 + f3u ξ1 + f3v ξ2 + f3r ξ3 + f3s ξ4, (3.20)

ξ4t =
dΓ
ρ2(t)

∆Γ ξ4 + f4u ξ1 + f4v ξ2 + f4r ξ3 + f4s ξ4, (3.21)

with linearised boundary conditions

1

ρ(t)

∂ξ1
∂ν

= γΓ

(
h1u ξ1 + h1v ξ2 + h1r ξ3 + h1s ξ4

)
, (3.22)

dΩ
ρ(t)

∂ξ2
∂ν

= γΓ

(
h2u ξ1 + h2v ξ2 + h2r ξ3 + h2s ξ4

)
. (3.23)

In order to proceed, we restrict our analysis to circular and spherical domains where we transform the
cartesian coordinates into polar coordinates and exploit the method of separation of variables. Without
loss of generality, we write the following eigenvalue problem in the bulk

1

ρ3(t)
∆ψkl,m(r) = −k2l,mψkl,m(r), 0 < r < 1, (3.24)

where each ψk satisfies the boundary conditions (3.22) and (3.23). On the surface the eigenvalue problem
is posed as

1

ρ2(t)
∆Γφ(y) = −l(l + 1)φ(y), y ∈ Γ. (3.25)

Remark 3.2. For the case of circular and spherical domains, if r = 1, then k2l,m = l(l + 1).

Taking x ∈ B, y ∈ Γ , then writing in polar coordinates x = ry, r ∈ (0, 1) we can define, for all l ∈ N0,
m ∈ Z, |m| ≤ l, the following power series solutions [35,36]

ξ1(ry, t) =
∑

ul,m(t)ψkl,m(r)φl,m(y), ξ2(ry, t) =
∑

vl,m(t)ψkl,m(r)φl,m(y), (3.26)

ξ3(y, t) =
∑

rl,m(t)φl,m(y), and ξ4(y, t) =
∑

sl,m(t)φl,m(y). (3.27)

On the surface, substituting the power series solutions (3.27) into (3.20) and (3.21) we have

drl,m
dt

= −l(l + 1)rl,m + f3u ξ1 + f3v ξ2 + f3r ξ3 + f3s ξ4

= −l(l + 1)rl,m +
(
γΓ fr − (m− 1)k

)
rl,m + γΓ fs sl,m

− γΓ
(
h1uul,mψkl,m(1) + h1vvl,mψkl,m(1) + h1rrl,m + h1ssl,m

)
, (3.28)

dsl,m
dt

= −dΓ l(l + 1)sl,m + f4u ξ1 + f4v ξ2 + f4r ξ3 + f4s ξ4

= −dΓ l(l + 1)sl,m + γΓ gr rl,m +
(
γΓ gs − (m− 1)k

)
sl,m

− γΓ
(
h2uul,mψkl,m(1) + h2vvl,mψkl,m(1) + h2rrl,m + h2ssl,m

)
. (3.29)
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In the above, we have exploited the definitions of the reaction-kinetics as well as the boundary conditions.
Similarly, substituting the power series solutions (3.26) into the bulk equations (3.18) and (3.19) we

obtain the following system of ordinary differential equations

dul,m
dt

= −k2l,mul,m + f1u ξ1 + f1v ξ2

= −k2l,mul,m +
(
γΩfu −mk

)
ul,m + γΩfv vl,m, (3.30)

dvl,m
dt

= −dΩk2l,mvl,m + f2u ξ1 + f2v ξ2

= −dΩk2l,mvl,m + γΩgu ul,m +
(
γΩgv −mk

)
vl,m. (3.31)

Equations (3.30) and (3.31) are supplemented with boundary conditions

1

ρ(t)
ul,mψ

′
kl,m

(1) = γΓ

(
h1uul,mψkl,m(1) + h1vvl,mψkl,m(1) + h1rrl,m + h1ssl,m

)
, (3.32)

dΩ
ρ(t)

vl,mψ
′
kl,m

(1) = γΓ

(
h2uul,mψkl,m(1) + h2vvl,mψkl,m(1) + h2rrl,m + h2ssl,m

)
, (3.33)

where ψ′kl,m :=
dψkl,m (r)

dr

∣∣∣
r=1

. Writing

(
ul,m, vl,m, rl,m, sl,m,

)T
=
(
u0l,m, v

0
l,m, r

0
l,m, s

0
l,m

)T
e
∫ t
0
λl,m(τ)dτ ,

and substituting into the system of ordinary differential equations (3.28)-(3.31), we obtain the following
eigenvalue problem (

λl,m(t)I +M
)
ξ0l,m = 0 (3.34)

where

M =


k2l,m −

(
γΩfu −mk

)
−γΩfv 0 0

−γΩgu dΩk
2
l,m −

(
γΩgv −mk

)
0 0

1
ρ(t)

ψ′kl,m(1) 0 l(l + 1) −
(
γΓ fr − (m− 1)k

)
−γΓ fs

0 dΩ
ρ(t)

ψ′kl,m(1) −γΓ gr dΓ l(l + 1) −
(
γΓ gs − (m− 1)k

)

 ,

and

ξ0l,m =
(
u0l,m, v

0
l,m, r

0
l,m, s

0
l,m

)T
.

Note that the boundary conditions (3.32) and (3.33) have been applied appropriately to the surface
linearised reaction-diffusion equations. Since(

u0l,m, v
0
l,m, r

0
l,m, s

0
l,m

)T 6= (0, 0, 0, 0)T ,
it follows that the coefficient matrix must be singular, hence we require that∣∣∣λl,m(t)I +M

∣∣∣ = 0.

Straight forward calculations show that the eigenvalue λl,m solves the following dispersion relation written
in compact form as(

λ2l,m(t) + Tr (M)Ω λl,m(t) + Det (M)Ω

)(
λ2l,m(t) + Tr (M)Γ λl,m(t) + Det (M)Γ

)
= 0, (3.35)
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where we have defined conveniently

Tr(M)Ω := (dΩ + 1)k2l,m − γΩ(fu + gv) + 2mk,

Tr(M)Γ := (dΓ + 1)l(l + 1)− γΓ (fr + gs) + 2(m− 1)k,

Det(M)Ω := dΩk
4
l,m −

(
γΩ (dΩfu + gv)− (dΩ + 1)mk

)
k2l,m + γ2Ω(fugv − fvgu)− γΩ(fu + gv)mk +m2k2,

Det(M)Γ := dΓ l
2(l + 1)2 −

(
γΓ (dΓ fr + gs)− (dΓ + 1)(m− 1)k

)
l(l + 1)

+ γ2Γ (frgs − fsgr)− γΓ (fr + gs)(m− 1)k + (m− 1)2k2.

Equality (3.35) holds true if and only if either

λ2l,m(t) + Tr (M)Ω λl,m(t) + Det (M)Ω = 0, (3.36)

or
λ2l,m(t) + Tr (M)Γ λl,m(t) + Det (M)Γ = 0. (3.37)

From here onwards, we drop the time-dependency in the eigenvalues assuming that these are implicitly
functions of time. In the presence of diffusion, we require the emergence of spatial growth. In order for
the uniform steady state w∗ to be unstable we require that either

1. Re(λl,m(k2l,m)) > 0 for some k2l,m > 0,
or

2. Re(λl,m(l(l + 1))) > 0 for some l(l + 1) > 0,
or

3. both.

Solving (3.36) (and similarly (3.37)) we obtain the eigenvalues

2Re(λl,m(k2l,m)) = −Tr (M)Ω ±
√

Tr2 (M)Ω − 4Det (M)Ω . (3.38)

It follows then that Re(λl,m(k2l,m)) > 0 for some k2l,m > 0 if and only if the following conditions hold:
Tr (M)Ω < 0 ⇐⇒ (dΩ + 1)k2l,m − γΩ(fu + gv) + 2mk < 0, and

Det (M)Ω > 0 ⇐⇒ dΩk
4
l,m −

(
γΩ (dΩfu + gv)− (dΩ + 1)mk

)
k2l,m + γ2Ω(fugv − fvgu)

−γΩ(fu + gv)mk +m2k2 > 0,

(3.39)

or 
Tr (M)Ω > 0 ⇐⇒ (dΩ + 1)k2l,m − γΩ(fu + gv) + 2mk > 0, and

Det (M)Ω < 0 ⇐⇒ dΩk
4
l,m −

(
γΩ (dΩfu + gv)− (dΩ + 1)mk

)
k2l,m + γ2Ω(fugv − fvgu)

−γΩ(fu + gv)mk +m2k2 < 0.

(3.40)

Similarly, on the surface, Re(λl,m(l(l+1))) > 0 for some l(l+1) > 0 if and only if the following conditions
hold:

Tr (M)Γ < 0 ⇐⇒ (dΓ + 1)l(l + 1)− γΓ (fr + gs) + 2(m− 1)k < 0, and

Det (M)Γ > 0 ⇐⇒ dΓ l
2(l + 1)2 −

(
γΓ (dΓ fr + gs)− (dΓ + 1)(m− 1)k

)
l(l + 1)

+γ2Γ (frgs − fsgr)− γΓ (fr + gs)(m− 1)k + (m− 1)2k2 > 0,

(3.41)
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or 
Tr (M)Γ > 0 ⇐⇒ (dΓ + 1)l(l + 1)− γΓ (fr + gs) + 2(m− 1)k > 0, and

Det (M)Γ < 0 ⇐⇒ dΓ l
2(l + 1)2 −

(
γΓ (dΓ fr + gs)− (dΓ + 1)(m− 1)k

)
l(l + 1)

+γ2Γ (frgs − fsgr)− γΓ (fr + gs)(m− 1)k + (m− 1)2k2 < 0.

(3.42)

From Theorem 3.1, conditions (3.39) and (3.41) are inadmissible since

γΩ(fu + gv)− 2mk < 0 =⇒ Tr (M)Ω > 0, (3.43)

γΓ (fr + gs)− 2(m− 1)k < 0 =⇒ Tr (M)Γ > 0. (3.44)

The above conditions entail that only conditions (3.40) and (3.42) hold true and these imply that
Re(λl,m(k2l,m)) > 0 for some k2l,m > 0 (and similarly Re(λl,m(l(l + 1))) > 0 for some l(l + 1) > 0)
provided that

Det (M)Ω < 0 ⇐⇒ dΩk
4
l,m −

(
γΩ (dΩfu + gv)− (dΩ + 1)mk

)
k2l,m

+ γ2Ω(fugv − fvgu)− γΩ(fu + gv)mk +m2k2 < 0 (3.45)

and similarly on the surface we require that

Det (M)Γ < 0 ⇐⇒ dΓ l
2(l + 1)2 −

(
γΓ (dΓ fr + gs)− (dΓ + 1)(m− 1)k

)
l(l + 1)

+ γ2Γ (frgs − fsgr)− γΓ (fr + gs)(m− 1)k + (m− 1)2k2 < 0, (3.46)

respectively. Since dΩ and dΓ are strictly positive diffusion coefficients, and from Theorem 3.1

γ2Ω(fugv − fvgu)− γΩ(fu + gv)mk +m2k2 > 0,

γ2Γ (frgs − fsgr)− γΓ (fr + gs)(m− 1)k + (m− 1)2k2 > 0,

then for Det (M)Ω < 0 (for some k2l,m > 0 ) and Det (M)Γ < 0 (for some l(l + 1) > 0) we require that

dΩfu + gv − (dΩ + 1)mk > 0, (3.47)

dΓ fr + gs − (dΓ + 1)(m− 1)k > 0. (3.48)

We observe that Det (M)Ω and Det (M)Γ are quadratic polynomials in k2 and l2(l + 1)2, respectively.
The roots of these polynomials are given by, respectively

kl,m
2
± =

γΩ (dΩfu + gv)− (dΩ + 1)mk ±
√(

γΩ (dΩfu + gv)− (dΩ + 1)mk
)2
− 4Det

(
JF

)
Ω

2dΩ

and

(l(l+1))2± =
γΓ (dΓ fr + gs)− (dΓ + 1)(m− 1)k ±

√(
γΓ (dΓ fr + gs)− (dΓ + 1)(m− 1)k

)2
− 4Det

(
JF

)
Γ

2dΓ
.

Requiring real roots k2± > 0 and (l(l + 1))2± > 0 implies that(
γΩ (dΩfu + gv)− (dΩ + 1)mk

)2
− 4Det

(
JF

)
Ω
> 0, (3.49)

and (
γΓ (dΓ fr + gs)− (dΓ + 1)(m− 1)k

)2
− 4Det

(
JF

)
Γ
> 0, (3.50)

respectively.
We summarise and state the necessary conditions for diffusion-driven instability on an exponentially

growing volume in the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.3. The necessary conditions for a Turing diffusion-driven instability in the bulk and on the
surface in the presence of spatially linear and isotropic exponentially growth as in system (2.15) with
activator-depleted substrate kinetics (2.14) are given by

γΩ(fu + gv)− 2mk < 0, (3.51)

γΓ (fr + gs)− 2(m− 1)k < 0, (3.52)

γ2Ω(fugv − fvgu)− γΩ(fu + gv)mk +m2k2 > 0, (3.53)

γ2Γ (frgs − fsgr)− γΓ (fr + gs)(m− 1)k + (m− 1)2k2 > 0, (3.54)

γΩ (dΩfu + gv)− (dΩ + 1)mk > 0, (3.55)

γΓ (dΓ fr + gs)− (dΓ + 1)(m− 1)k > 0, (3.56)(
γΩ (dΩfu + gv)− (dΩ + 1)mk

)2
− 4
(
γ2Ω(fugv − fvgu)− γΩ(fu + gv)mk +m2k2

)
> 0, (3.57)(

γΓ (dΓ fr + gs)− (dΓ + 1)(m− 1)k
)2

−4
(
γ2Γ (frgs − fsgr)− γΓ (fr + gs)(m− 1)k + (m− 1)2k2

)
> 0. (3.58)

In the above, the subscripts u, v, r, s denote partial differentiation, with the Jacobian components fu, fv,
fr, fs, gu, gv, gr and gs evaluated in terms of the uniform steady state (u∗, v∗, r∗, s∗) with m ≥ 2.

Proof. The proof follows from the derivation above. �

3.3. Some remarks

Remark 3.4. Turing diffusion-driven instability can not occur for equal diffusion coefficients. Setting
dΩ = 1 and dΓ = 1 results in a contradiction between conditions (3.51) and (3.55), and (3.52) and (3.56)
respectively.

Remark 3.5. Remark 3.4 implies that by selecting either dΩ = 1 in the bulk or dΓ = 1 on the surface,
the coupled bulk-surface system can give rise to diffusion-driven instability either only on the surface (for
the case when dΩ = 1 in the bulk) or only in the bulk (for the case when dΓ = 1 on the surface).

Remark 3.6. Suppose without loss of generality that u is an activator and v is an inhibitor for the
generalised reaction-diffusion system (2.15). Thus fu > 0 and gv < 0. From inequalities (3.51) and (3.55),
we require that

0 > γΩ(fu + gv)− 2mk > (dΩ − 1) (2mk − γΩfu) , with γΩ > 0.

Therefore, it follows that 0 > (dΩ − 1) (2mk − γΩfu); thus we can model new reaction kinetics that
satisfy 0 < γΩfu < 2mk requiring 0 < dΩ < 1. Such a reaction kinetics will be of the from short-range
inhibition, long-range activation, which is in contrast to the standard long-range inhibition; short-range
activation kinetic models. Similarly, for the inequalities corresponding to the surface dynamics.

Remark 3.7. Similarly, let us assume that u is an activator in the reaction-diffusion system (2.15) so
that fu > 0. From inequality (3.51) we have

gv <

(
2mk

γΩ
− fu

)
<

2mk

γΩ
.

Thus, we do not require gv < 0, but that it suffices that gv is bounded by the ratio between the growth
terms and the scaling parameter γΩ . Therefore, it is plausible to have activator-activator kinetics (during
growth of the domain) or inhibitior-inhibitor kinetics (during domain contraction). Similarly, for the
inequalities corresponding to the surface dynamics. Such kinetics give rise to patterning only during
growth (contraction) development.
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3.4. Domain-induced parameter spaces

To validate our theoretical results, we plot parameter spaces defined by the inequalities (3.51)-(3.58)
where we fix parameters dΩ = 10, dΓ = 10, γΩ = 1, γΓ = 1, and vary the growth rate k (see Figure 2).
We plot parameter spaces as functions of the parameters of the (a1, b1) and (a2, b2) planes in the bulk
and on the surface for illustrative purposes only, instead of plotting a four-dimensional parameter space
for (a1, b1, a2, b2). It must be noted that inequalities (3.51)-(3.58) can be separated into Turing diffusion-
driven inequalities in the bulk and on the surface respectively thereby allowing us to plot two-dimensional
parameter spaces. For each case we plot spaces for m = 2 and m = 3 respectively (superimposed ontop of
each each other). We note that the equilibrium values (u∗, v∗, r∗, s∗) are functions of (a1, b1) and (a2, b2)
respectively, and therefore the values of the derivative in the inequalities (3.51)-(3.58), depend on the
parameters (a1, b1) and (a2, b2). Thus the parameter spaces shown also indicate where there is a single
real root for the equilibrium values (u∗, v∗) in (2.41) for the case of the bulk dynamics (similarly for
(r∗, s∗) in the case of the surface dynamics). For k << 1 (in particular when k gets closer to zero), the

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2. Plots of the parameter spaces defined by inequalities (3.51)-(3.58) where we
fix k = 0.001 (a), k = 0.1 (b) and k = 1 (c). In all the plots, the parameter space in
blue (bottom) corresponds to m = 2 and the parameter space in red (top) corresponds
to m = 3. (Colour figure online).
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parameter spaces become almost identical and these represent parameter spaces in the absence of domain
growth. As k becomes larger and larger, the parameter spaces become more distinct and larger in size
(including the circular subregions), reinforcing earlier results for standard reaction-diffusion systems on
growing domains [21, 23, 25, 27]. The disconnected parameter spaces emerge due to the increase in the
growth rate k as well as due to the dimension m.

4. The evolving bulk-surface finite element method

For ease of exposition, we will exploit the definition of the material derivative in deriving the weak
formulation. If Γt is an hypersurface in R3 evolving in time t, according to a velocity field v, we denote
the material derivative of u by

∂•u := ut + v · ∇u.

Theorem 4.1 (Reynolds Transport Theorem). Let u(x, t) be a scalar function defined on Ωt and v be
a flow velocity field then

d

dt

∫
ΩΩΩt

u dΩΩΩt =

∫
ΩΩΩt

(∂•u+ u∇ · v) dΩΩΩt. (4.1)

A proof of this theorem can be found in [6, 20].

We can therefore rewrite the model system (2.1) in the form

{
∂•u+ u∇ · v = ∆u+ γΩf(u, v),

∂•v + v∇ · v = dΩ∆v + γΩg(u, v),
in Ωt × (0, T ],

∂
•r + r∇Γt · v = ∆Γtr + γΓ

(
f(r, s)− h1(u, v, r, s)

)
,

∂•s+ s∇Γt · v = dΓ∆Γts+ γΓ

(
g(r, s)− h2(u, v, r, s)

)
,

on Γt × (0, T ].

(4.2)

Now we are in a position to derive the weak variational form of the coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion
system on evolving domains and surfaces as illustrated next. Here we exploit the definition of the material
derivative as well as employing appropriately the Reynolds Transport Theorem 4.1. Note that the test
function depends on space which implicitly depends on time, this is the key difference with models posed
on stationary volumes.

4.1. The weak variational form

Let ϕ(x, t) ∈ H1(Ωt) and ψ(x, t) ∈ H1(Γt). Then, multiplying (4.2) by ϕ(x, t) and ψ(x, t), we seek to
find u, v ∈ L2(0, t;H1(Ωt)) and r, s ∈ L2(0, t;H1(Γt)), such that



∫
Ωt

(
∂•(uϕ)− u∂•ϕ+ uϕ∇ · v +∇u · ∇ϕ

)
= γΩ

∫
Ωt

(a1 − u+ u2v)ϕ

+γΓ
∫
Γt

(α1r − β1u− κ1v)ϕ,∫
Ωt

(
∂•(vϕ)− v∂•ϕ+ vϕ∇ · v + dΩ∇v · ∇ϕ

)
= γΩ

∫
Ωt

(b1 − u2v)ϕ

+γΓ
∫
Γt

(α2s− β2u− κ2v)ϕ,

x on Ωt, t > 0,



∫
Γt

(
∂•(rψ)− r∂•ψ + rψ∇Γt · v +∇Γtr · ∇Γtψ

)
= γΓ

∫
Γt

(a2 − r + r2s− α1r + β1u+ κ1v)ψ,∫
Γt

(
∂•(sψ)− s∂•ψ + sψ∇Γt · v + dΓ∇Γts · ∇Γtψ

)
= γΓ

∫
Γt

(b2 − r2s− α2s+ β2u+ κ2v)ψ,

x on Γt, t > 0.

(4.3)

In the above, we have used Green’s identities with the boundary conditions (2.2) to obtain the bound-
ary integrals as well as exploiting the definition of the material derivative. Now calling upon the
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Reynolds Transport Theorem [6], it can be easily shown that the weak variational form seeks to find
u, v ∈ L2(0, t;H1(Ωt)) and r, s ∈ L2(0, t;H1(Γt)) solving


d
dt

∫
Ωt
uϕ−

∫
Ωt
u∂•ϕ+

∫
Ωt
∇u · ∇ϕ = γΩ

∫
Ωt

(a1 − u+ u2v)ϕ

+γΓ
∫
Γt

(α1r − β1u− κ1v)ϕ,
d
dt

∫
Ωt
vϕ−

∫
Ωt
v∂•ϕ+ dΩ

∫
Ωt
∇v · ∇ϕ = γΩ

∫
Ωt

(b1 − u2v)ϕ

+γΓ
∫
Γt

(α2s− β2u− κ2v)ϕ,

x on Ωt, t > 0,


d
dt

∫
Γt
rψ −

∫
Γt
r∂•ψ +

∫
Γt
∇Γtr · ∇Γtψ

= γΓ
∫
Γt

(a2 − r + r2s− α1r + β1u+ κ1v)ψ,
d
dt

∫
Γt
sψ −

∫
Γt
s∂•ψ + dΓ

∫
Γt
∇Γts · ∇Γtψ

= γΓ
∫
Γt

(b2 − r2s− α2s+ β2u+ κ2v)ψ,

x on Γt, t > 0,

(4.4)

for all ϕ ∈ H1(Ωt) and for all ψ ∈ H1(Γt).

4.2. The evolving bulk-surface finite element method (EBSFEM)

4.2.1. Mesh generation on the initial domain volume

For finite element methods involving bulk and surface coupled dynamics, it is natural to define the surface
discretisation as a collection of the faces of the elements of the bulk discretisation whose vertices lie on
the surface. This implies that the surface discretisation is the trace of the bulk discretisation [14]. First
we approximate Ωt by Ωht a bulk discretisation. Next we construct Γht to be the discretisation of the
surface geometry Γ by defining Γht = Ωht |∂Ωht , i.e. the vertices of Γht are the same as those lying on the

surface of Ωht . In particular, we have ∂Ωht = Γht . The bulk discretisation induces the surface discretisation
as illustrated in Figure 3. Throughout, we use hexahedral meshes for the bulk geometries which induce
quadrilateral meshes for the surface geometries. For further details on techniques for generating bulk and
surface discretisations with adaptivity, the reader is referred to the work of Köster et al., (2008) [14].
During domain growth, the number of degrees of freedom and the mesh connectivity remains unchanged
throughout.

4.2.2. The semi-discrete EBSFEM

First, we define the evolving bulk (V ht ) and surface (Sht ) finite element spaces that our evolving bulk-
surface finite element method will be based on. For both cases, the finite element functions are defined
to be continuous functions which are piece-wise linear with respect to the barycentric coordinates of
the finite elements in 3-dimensions (for the bulk) and 2-dimensions (for the surface). To proceed, we
approximate Ωt by Ωht , a discretised volume whose discretisation satisfy that Ωht = Bht =

⋃
k Bk(t),

where each Bk(t) is a hexahedral prism. Similarly, we approximate Γt by Γht , a discretised surface whose
vertices lie on Γ (t), i.e., Γht = T ht =

⋃
l Tl(t), where each Tl(t) is a quadrilateral. We can therefore define

the evolving bulk finite element space

V ht :=
{
ϕh ∈ C0(Ωht ) : ϕh

∣∣
Bk

is linear affine for each Bk ∈ Bht
}
. (4.5)

We assume Γht is smooth in time. For each t we define the evolving surface finite element space

Sht =
{
ψh ∈ C0(Γht ) : ψh

∣∣
Tl
, is linear affine for each Tl ∈ T ht

}
. (4.6)

For illustrative purposes, we consider the evolving surface finite element method and state without proof
the transport property of the discrete material derivative. We will then derive the semi-discrete formula-
tion for the evolving surface finite element method. The approach is identical in the case of the evolving
bulk finite element element method (details omitted).
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Figure 3. Example meshes for the bulk (top) and surface system (bottom). Part of the
domain has been cut away and shown on the right to reveal some internal mesh structure
(see [24] for details).

For the discretised surface, the diameter of the largest quadrilateral in the initial surface is denoted by
h. We choose the vertices of the quadrilaterals to evolve with the material velocity such that

Ẋj(t) = v(Xj(t), t). (4.7)

It is easy to note that Xj(t) lies on Γt if v is the exact material velocity. For each t ∈ [0, tF ] we denote by{
χj(·, t)

}NΓ
j=1

the moving nodal basis functions and by Xj(t), j = 1, . . . , NΓ the nodes. These functions

will satisfy that

χj(·, t) ∈ C0(Γht ), χj(Xi(t), t) = δij , χj(·, t)|Tl , is linear affine,

and on Tl ∈ T ht
χj |e = λk, for each e ∈ T ht ,

where k = k(Tl, j) and (λ1, λ1, λ3, λ4) are the barycentric coordinates. On Γht we define the discrete
material velocity

vh =

NΓ∑
j=1

Ẋj(t)χj (4.8)

and the discrete material derivative
∂•φ = φt + vh · ∇φ. (4.9)

Proposition 4.2 (Transport Property). On Γht , for each j = 1, . . . , NΓ ,

∂•χj = 0

and for each φ =

NΓ∑
j=1

γj(t)χj ∈ Sht then ∂•φ =

NΓ∑
j=1

γ̇j(t)χj .
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Proof. It must be noted that the basis functions are functions of both space and time, the nodal spatial
position for the discretised surface evolve according to the discrete material derivative and as a result
the basis functions are simply transported with the flow. Hence their material derivative is zero. For a
detailed proof, we refer the interested reader to consult the work of Dziuk [6]. �

Let {ϕi}NΩi=1 and {ψi}NΓi=1 be two sets of piecewise bilinear shape functions on Ωht and Γht respectively.
Then these sets form a basis of V ht and Sht respectively. Thus, we seek approximations of U(·, t) ∈ V ht to
u, V (·, t) ∈ V ht to v, R(·, t) ∈ Sht to r and S(·, t) ∈ Sht to s. Hence for each t ∈ [0, tF ] there exist unique

u =
{
α1
u(t), . . . , αNΩu (t)

}
, v =

{
α1
v(t), . . . , α

NΩ
v (t)

}
, (4.10)

r =
{
α1
r(t), . . . , α

NΓ
r (t)

}
, s =

{
α1
s(t), . . . , α

NΓ
s (t)

}
(4.11)

satisfying

U(·, t) =

NΩ∑
j=1

αju(t)ϕju(·, t), V (·, t) =

NΩ∑
j=1

αjv(t)ϕ
j
v(·, t), (4.12)

R(·, t) =

NΓ∑
j=1

αjr(t)ψ
j
r(·, t), and S(·, t) =

NΓ∑
j=1

αjs(t)ψ
j
s(·, t). (4.13)

Substituting U(·, t), V (·, t), R(·, t), and S(·, t) in the coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion system (4.4),
and taking into account the transport property of the basis functions ϕju, ϕjv, ψ

j
r , and ψjs, we obtain the

following system expressed in matrix-vector form




d
dt

[
MΩ(t)u

]
+AΩ(t)u = γΩF 1(t),

d
dt

[
MΩ(t)v

]
+ dΩAΩ(t)v = γΩF 2(t),


d
dt

[
MΓ (t)r

]
+AΓ (t)r = γΓF 3(t),

d
dt

[
MΓ (t)s

]
+ dΓAΓ (t)s = γΓF 4(t),

(4.14)

where MΩ(t) and MΓ (t) are the evolving bulk- and surface-mass matrices defined by

MΩjk(t) =

∫
Ωht

ϕjχk, MΓ jk(t) =

∫
Γht

ψjχk,

AΩ(t) and AΓ (t) are the evolving stiffness matrices defined by

AΩjk(t) =

∫
Ωht

∇ϕj · ∇χk, AΓ jk(t) =

∫
Γht

∇Γhψj · ∇Γhχk

and F i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are the right hand side forcing vectors corresponding to the nonlinear terms,
respectively. In the notation above for the basis functions, we have omitted the subscripts u, v, r and s
respectively for notational simplicity. Similarly for the notation in the next section.
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In particular, it can be shown that the space-discretised coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion system
(4.14) for the case of the activator-depleted substrate kinetics (2.14) can be stated as follows:


d
dt

[
MΩu

]
+AΩu+ γΩMΩu− γΩBϕ(u,v)u

−γΓ
(
α1Mϕψr − β1Mϕϕu− κ1Mϕϕv

)
= γΩa11ϕ,

d
dt

[
MΩv

]
+ dΩAΩv + γΩBϕ(u,u)v

−γΓ
(
α2Mϕψs− β2Mϕϕu− κ2Mϕϕv

)
= γΩb11ϕ,

in Ωh × (0, T ],



d
dt

[
MΓr

]
+AΓr + γΓMΓr − γΓBψ(r, s)r

+γΓ
(
α1Mψψr − β1Mψϕu− κ1Mψϕv

)
= γΓa21ψ ,

d
dt

[
MΓs

]
+ dΓAΓs+ γΓBψ(r, r)s

+γΓ
(
α2Mψψs− β2Mψϕu− κ2Mψϕv

)
= γΓ b21ψ ,

on Γh × (0, T ],

(4.15)

where 1ϕ is the column vector with j-th entry
∫
Ωh
ϕj . Given some vectors a, b and c, Bϕ(a, b) is the

matrix with entries

(Bϕ)ij =

∫
Ωh

(a ·ϕ)(b ·ϕ)ϕiϕj dx. (4.16)

Similar quantities are defined for 1ψ and Bψ . The matrices Mϕϕ, Mϕψ, Mψϕ and Mψψ have entries

(Mϕϕ)ij =

∫
Γh

ϕiϕjdx, (Mϕψ)ij =

∫
Γh

ϕiψjdx,

(Mψϕ)ij =

∫
Γh

ψiϕjdx, and (Mψψ)ij =

∫
Γh

ψiψjdx.

For further details, we refer the interested reader to [22,26].

4.3. Time discretisation

We carry out the time-discretisation using the fractional-step θ method [22, 26]. This method is second
order accurate when choosing θ = 1−1/

√
2 and was the quickest in a selection of tested methods in

a previous investigation [22]. For convergence, stability and performance of the numerical method, the
reader is referred to [22]. For the time discretisation let Tm denote the maximum time of interest, τ
denote the time step and J be a fixed nonnegative integer, then

τ =
Tm
J

and tk = kτ, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , J.

We denote the approximate solution at time tk by ukh = uh(·, tk) = uk · ϕ and similarly for the other
variables.

Following from (4.15), the fractional-step θ method is implemented as follows. Starting with the previ-
ous solution (un,vn, rn, sn), we first solve the coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion system (4.15) with
the activator-depleted substrate kinetics (2.14) for the intermediate solution (un+θ,vn+θ, rn+θ, sn+θ)

Mn+θ
Ω un+θ−Mn

Ωu
n

θτ +An+θΩ un+θ + γΩMn+θ
Ω un+θ

−γΓ
(
α1M

n+θ
ϕψ rn+θ − β1Mn+θ

ϕϕ un+θ − κ1Mn+θ
ϕϕ vn+θ

)
= γΩa11

n
ϕ + γΩB

n
ϕ(un,vn)un,

Mn+θ
Ω vn+θ−Mn

Ωv
n

θτ + dΩAn+θΩ vn+θ

−γΓ
(
α2M

n+θ
ϕψ sn+θ − β2Mn+θ

ϕϕ un+θ − κ2Mn+θ
ϕϕ vn+θ

)
= γΩb11

n
ϕ − γΩBnϕ(un,un)vn,
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in the bulk and

Mn+θ
Γ rn+θ−Mn

Γr
n

θτ +An+θΓ rn+θ + γΓMn+θ
Γ rn+θ

+γΓ
(
α1M

n+θ
ψψ rn+θ − β1Mn+θ

ψϕ un+θ − κ1Mn+θ
ψϕ vn+θ

)
= γΓa21

n
ψ + γΓB

n
ψ(rn, sn)rn,

Mn+θ
Γ sn+θ−Mn

Γs
n

θτ + dΓAn+θΓ sn+θ

+γΓ
(
α2M

n+θ
ψψ sn+θ − β2Mn+θ

ψϕ un+θ − κ2Mn+θ
ψϕ vn+θ

)
= γΓ b21

n
ψ − γΓBnψ(rn, rn)sn,

on the surface. For the second intermediate solution (un+1−θ,vn+1−θ, rn+1−θ, sn+1−θ) we solve

Mn+1−θ
Ω un+1−θ−Mn+θ

Ω un+θ

(1−2θ)τ − γΩBn+1−θ
ϕ (un+1−θ,vn+1−θ)un+1−θ = γΩa11

n+θ
ϕ

−An+θΩ un+θ − γΩMn+θ
Ω un+θ + γΓ

(
α1M

n+θ
ϕψ rn+θ − β1Mn+θ

ϕϕ un+θ − κ1Mϕϕ
n+θv

n+θ)
Mn+1−θ

Ω vn+1−θ−Mn+θ
Ω vn+θ

(1−2θ)τ + γΩB
n+1−θ
ϕ (un+1−θ,un+1−θ)vn+1−θ = γΩb11

n+θ
ϕ

−dΩAn+θΩ vn+θ + γΓ
(
α2M

n+θ
ϕψ sn+θ − β2Mn+θ

ϕϕ un+θ − κ2Mn+θ
ϕϕ vn+θ

)
,

(4.17)

in the bulk and

Mn+1−θ
Γ rn+1−θ−Mn+θ

Γ rn+θ

(1−2θ)τ − γΓBn+1−θ
ψ

(rn+1−θ, sn+1−θ)rn+1−θ = γΓa21
n+θ
ψ

−An+θΓ rn+θ − γΓMn+θ
Γ rn+θ − γΓ

(
α1M

n+θ
ψψ rn+θ − β1Mn+θ

ψϕ un+θ − κ1Mn+θ
ψϕ vn+θ

)
,

Mn+1−θ
Γ sn+1−θ−Mn+θ

Γ sn+θ

(1−2θ)τ + γΓB
n+1−θ
ψ

(rn+1−θ, rn+1−θ)sn+1−θ = γΓ b21
n+θ
ψ

−dΓAn+θΓ sn+θ − γΓ
(
α2M

n+θ
ψψ sn+θ − β2Mn+θ

ψϕ un+θ − κ2Mn+θ
ψϕ vn+θ

)
,

(4.18)

on the surface. Finally for the new solution (un+1,vn+1, rn+1, sn+1) we solve

Mn+1
Ω un+1−Mn+1−θ

Ω un+1−θ

θτ +An+1
Ω un+1 + γΩMn+1

Ω un+1

−γΓ
(
α1M

n+1
ϕψ rn+1 − β1Mn+1

ϕϕ un+1 − κ1Mn+1
ϕϕ vn+1

)
= γΩa11

n+1−θ
ϕ + γΩB

n+1−θ
ϕ (un+1−θ,vn+1−θ)un+1−θ,

Mn+1
Ω vn+1−Mn+1−θ

Ω vn+1−θ

θτ + dΩAn+1
Ω vn+1

−γΓ
(
α2M

n+1
ϕψ sn+1 − β2Mn+1

ϕϕ un+1 − κ2Mn+1
ϕϕ vn+1

)
= γΩb11

n+1−θ
ϕ − γΩBn+1−θ

ϕ (un+1−θ,un+1−θ)vn+1−θ,

in the bulk and

Mn+1
Γ rn+1−Mn+1−θ

Γ rn+1−θ

θτ +An+1
Γ rn+1 + γΓMn+1

Γ rn+1

+γΓ
(
α1M

n+1
ψψ rn+1 − β1Mn+1

ψϕ un+1 − κ1Mn+1
ψϕ vn+1

)
= γΓa21

n+1−θ
ψ + γΓB

n+1−θ
ψ

(rn+1−θ, sn+1−θ)rn+1−θ,

Mn+1
Γ sn+1−Mn+1−θ

Γ sn+1−θ

θτ + dΓAn+1
Γ sn+1

+γΓ
(
α2M

n+1
ψψ sn+1 − β2Mn+1

ψϕ un+1 − κ2Mn+1
ψϕ vn+1

)
= γΓ b21

n+1−θ
ψ − γΓBn+1−θ

ψ
(rn+1−θ, rn+1−θ)sn+1−θ,

on the surface. The presence of the B matrices on the left-hand side makes the system in the second
step (4.17) and (4.18) nonlinear. The nonlinearities are solved using the iterative Newton method [22].
The linear system is then solved by use of the biconjugate gradient stabilized method, often abbreviated
BiCGSTAB, which is an iterative numerical method developed for the numerical solution of nonsymmetric
linear systems [22,26,38,42].
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Remark 4.3. It must be observed that for the fractional-step θ method above, the computational mesh
is continuously evolving according to the exponential growth and all matrices are assembled at different
discretised surfaces depending on the time-level n. The number of degrees of freedom and the mesh
connectivity remains constant throughout domain growth. For further details on the implementation of
the evolving (bulk) surface finite element method we refer the interested reader to [2, 6, 7, 23].

Remark 4.4 (Stability and convergence of the bulk-surface finite element method). Detailed numerical
analysis involving mesh and time-refinement as well as convergence of the bulk-surface finite element
solver has been carried out in our previous study and we refer the interested reader to consult [22,26] for
further details.

5. Numerical experiments

5.1. Parameter values

For illustrative purposes we take the following parameter values

a1 = a2 = 0.1, b1 = b2 = 0.9, k = 0.01, α1 = β1 =
5

12
, α2 = κ2 = 5, β2 = κ1 = 0.

We only present patterns corresponding to the chemical species u and r in the bulk and on the surface
respectively. Those corresponding to v and s are 180 degrees out of phase to those of u and r and are
therefore omitted. It must be noted however that this is not always the case in general, Robin-type
boundary conditions may alter the structure of the solution profiles depending on the model parameter
values and the coupling compatibility boundary parameters.

5.1.1. Simulations of the coupled system of BSRDEs with (dΩ , dΓ ) = (20, 20), γΩ = γΓ = 29, Tf = 30

For our first example, we compute solutions for the coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion systems (2.1)-
(2.14) with activator-depleted kinetics for dΩ = 20 in the bulk and dΓ = 20 on the surface and scaling
parameters γΩ = γΓ = 29 and plot these as a sequences at times t = 5, t = 15, t = 25 and final time
Tf = 30. The solutions are illustrated in Figure 4. We observe the formation of spot patterns as the
sphere continues to evolve exponentially. For these scaling parameters, it is well known patterning will
form since the initial length scale is sufficiently large enough to allow pattern to emerge. In our next
example, we demonstrate the role of domain growth, by selecting much much smaller scaling parameters,
patterning is only induced due to domain evolution.

5.1.2. Simulations of the coupled system of BSRDEs with (dΩ , dΓ ) = (20, 20), γΩ = γΓ = 1, Tf = 20

In this example, we illustrate how domain growth induces pattering in the bulk and on the surface by
taking dΩ = 20 in the bulk, dΓ = 20 on the surface and scaling parameters γΩ = γΓ = 1. For these
scaling parameters, reaction-diffusion systems of this type do not give rise to Turing pattern on stationary
volumes simply because the length scale is not large enough to allow for patterning [21,30,41]. However, by
introducing domain growth, patterning emerges in the bulk and on the surface. Figure 5 shows pattern
formation in the bulk and on the surface during an exponential growth of the sphere. Unlike in the
previous example, in the bulk we take cross-sections to reveal patterns observed inside the bulk. For
these parameter values (noting that γΩ = γΓ = 1) we observe high concentration values of the solutions
closer to and on the surface with lower values in the interior of the bulk. We also observe the emergence
of patterns with small amplitudes on the surface during early growth development (compared to large
amplitude solutions in the bulk) and this is due to the short time taken to terminate the solutions.

Remark 5.1. Due to the computational costs involved in solving these complex systems of coupled
bulk-surface reaction-diffusion equations on evolving volumes, we have chosen to show only two sets of
results for fixed diffusion parameter values dΩ = 20 in the bulk, dΓ = 20 on the surface and variable
scaling parameters γΩ = γΓ = 1, 29, respectively. Other parameter variations can be simulated by taking
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(a) t = 5

(b) t = 15

(c) t = 25

(d) t = 30

Figure 4. Numerical solutions corresponding to the coupled system of BSRDEs (2.1)-
(2.14) with activator-depleted kinetics for dΩ = 20 in the bulk and dΓ = 20 on the surface
and scaling parameters γΩ = γΓ = 29. Column 1: solutions in the bulk representing u and
Columns 2: solutions on the surface representing r. We observe spot pattern formation
in the bulk and on the surface. (Colour figure online).

different diffusion coefficients in the bulk and on the surface to generate a wide range of patterns either
concentrated in the bulk or on the surface (results not shown). We refer the interested reader to see [24]
for such pattern diversity albeit on stationary volumes. Our second example shows how domain growth
enhances patterning for the case where no patterning will occur in the absence of domain growth. Taking
larger values of γΩ in the bulk and γΓ on the surface results in the emergence of more complex patterns
such as spots, stripes and circular as well as combinations of these (results not shown).
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6. Conclusion

In this article we have presented a detailed stability analysis of a system of coupled bulk-surface reaction-
diffusion equations with linear Robin-type boundary conditions on exponentially evolving volumes. A key
result of our analysis is that we are able to derive the necessary conditions for diffusion-driven instability
which are a substantial generalisation of Turing’s conditions for patterning on stationary domains. Our
theoretical results predict the formation of patterns either in the bulk or on the surface or both in the
bulk and on the surface dependent on the model parameter values. Unlike the standard case, pattern
generation no longer requires long-range inhibition short-range activation as a necessary mechanism for
pattern formation. Other non-standard mechanisms such as short-range inhibition long-range activation,
activator-activator (only during growth development) and inhibitor-inhibitor (only during growth con-
traction) are capable of giving rise to the emergence of spatial pattern formation only during growth
(contraction) development. Such patterns depend crucially on the model parameter values as well as
on appropriate reaction-kinetics. An example of an activator-activator reaction-diffusion model was pre-
sented in previous studies on growing domains (see [21, 40] for details and patterns generated); such a
model is capable of giving rise to the formation of spatial structure only during growth development.

The modelling and computational framework we have developed in this article offers us a platform
to study more complex systems of coupled bulk-surface reaction-diffusion equations with applications
to cell motility and pattern formation. We envisage the following extensions of the current framework:
to investigate the role of coupling boundary conditions for systems of coupled bulk-surface reaction-
diffusion equations on stationary and evolving domains, surfaces and volumes; investigate the role of
different reaction-kinetics in the bulk and on the surface and how these influence pattern formation
during growth development; identify parameter values outside of the standard Turing spaces such that
pattern generation occurs only in the presence of domain growth; investigate parameters or reaction-
kinetics that give rise to non-standard reaction-kinetics that can only give rise to pattern formation
during growth (or contraction) development and to investigate the effects of cross-diffusion for coupled
systems of bulk-surface reaction-diffusion equations on stationary and evolving domains, surfaces and
volumes.
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(a) t = 0

(b) t = 6

(c) t = 15

(d) t = 25

Figure 5. Numerical solutions corresponding to the coupled system of BSRDEs (2.1)-
(2.14) with activator-depleted kinetics for dΩ = 20 in the bulk and dΓ = 20 on the surface
and scaling parameters γΩ = γΓ = 1. Column 1: solutions in the bulk representing u and
Columns 2: solutions on the surface representing r. We observe stripe pattern formation
in the bulk and circular patterns on the surface. (Colour figure online).
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